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DEFORMATIONS OF PLANE PSEUDOCONGRUENCES 
WITH PROJECTIVE CONNECTION 
JAROSLAV KREJZLIK, Brno 
(Received December 9, 1969) 
Using basic ideas, conceptions and results introduced in [1], [2], [3], the elenaenta-
ry and projective deformations of pseudocongruences of planes with projective 
connection are studied and mutual relations among individual deformations are 
characterized. 
1. A special König space ^ | 5 let be constructed according to [1], p. 71—72. 
Using the notation of GEJDELMAN ([4], p. 281), we shall call these spaces plane 
pseudocongruences with projective connection. 
Let a plane speudocongruence ^ with projective connection be given by the 
equations 
(1.1) V ,̂. =ХсО;Л-
tOjy = а.'/м,, «2, Uj) «1 + af/wj, Uj, Мз) <»2 + af /u j , u^, M3) «3 
X a ) „ = 0 (j,j = l ,2 . . .6) 
where coj, Ш2, CO3 are the Pfaff forms in the differentials di/|, dM2? ̂ "з? ^ i л co2 A 
л Шз Ф 0. The planes of the pseudocongruence are P2 = (Л^, Ä2, Л^). We call the 
developable varieties ^ 3 of J^ (corresponding to the curves of ^3) varieties with 
developable developments. The development of the variety ^ 3 generated by planes 
^2(^1, W2, W3) where Ui = Ui(t), (i = 1, 2, 3) is a developable variety if the dimension 
of their tangent spaces along a generating plane P2 is less than five. In this case, each 
plane intersects each consecutive plane at least at the point which is called the focus. 
The equation of developable varieties of the speudocongruence i f is ([2], p. 58) 
(1.2) [Л1, Л2, A,, VA,, V^2, VA,-] = 0 . 
The first term of (1.2) is a cubical form in dŵ  (i = 1, 2, 3). We restrict ourselves to 
such pseudocongruences whose form mentioned above is the product of three 
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independent forms in dWf. Let us denote them by coi, Ш2, Ш3. The equation (L2) 
reduces to 
Let us introduce an important convention. If nothing other is mentioned then in all 
our considerations it will be always 
(1.3) s = / + 1 , Ï + 2 (f = 1,2, 3) 
and the indices i, i + 1, . . . , / + 5 change according to the scheme 
(1.4) 
i + 1 
1 2 3 
2 3 1 
i + 2 3 1 2 
г + 3 4 5 6 
i + 4 5 6 4 
i + 5 6 4 5 
where always i = 1, 2, 3. 
We shall deal with such pseudocongruences J^ only where for coi = 0 (cOj+i, 
(Oi+2 — arbitrary) there exists just one focus and the three foci considered do not 
lie on one straight line. Let us choose these foci to be the points A^, A2, A^. 
A point Л ̂  to be a focus then 
I.e. 
[(V .̂-)co.. = 0 , ^ b ^ 2 M 3 ] = 0 , 
The fundamental equations are 
Using the specialization 
VA, = Z^iA- + I.<A(^i' 
j = l j=4 
J^a\jAj-> A, + ̂  
we obtain the fundamental equations in the form 
(1.5) VAi = cDiAi + ^ + J](DijAj,, 
6 
If we substitute (in each local space of the pseudocongruence ^) the plane P2 = 
= [A^, A2, Aj) by the point A,, we obtain a variety with projective connection, the 
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s.c. focal variety (Ai) of Jèf. Let Ai be a fixed point of the focal variety (Ai). The 
developments of all the curves of the focal variety into the focal space of Ai are 
curves with tangents lying in the plane (Л^, A2, A^, ^ i + a)? the s.c. tangent plane of the 
focal variety (Ai). This is the focal plane of ^ . 
2. Let Jèf be a plane pseudocongruence with projective connection given by the 
equations (1.1). We restrict our consideration to the case when all three focal varieties 
are of the dimension three. After a suitable specialization of frames, we obtain (1.5). 
Without any loss of generality, we may assume 
cOi = dui 
and we have the equations 
(2.1) VAi =dUiAi^, +t^iJ^J^ 
cOij = a]jdu^ 4- a]jdu2 + a]jdu2, . 
The variation of parameters and local frames is said to be compatible with some 
system of equations in cOi^ if the transformed formes ш̂ ^ satisfy the same system of 
equations. 
The variations of parameters and local frames compatible with 
(2.2) cü i i+3=dwi , ш,-, ,+з=0 
are given by 
(2.3) Ui = Ui(ü^ 
6 
(2.4) Ai = iXiiÄi, Л^+з = X f^i+3,Äj 
where 
iWii/^22/^33 d e t \fii + 3j\ = 1 . ( 7 = 4 , 5, 6 ) . 
Substituting into (2.1), we get 
f^liiVÄi = COij+ifii+ij+^Äi+i + COi,i + 2f^i + 2,i + 2^i + 2 + 
+ dUi(ßi+3j+iÄi+i + f^i+3,i+2^i + 2 + 
+ / ^ / + 3 , i + 3 ^ i + 3 + /^t + 3 , i + 4 ^ i + 4 + /^1+3,1+5^1+5) ( m o d Л^) 
and 
(2 .5 ) (Di, = l^in\oji,fi,, + dUifii + 3^,) , 
H'i+3,i + 3 ~ f^ii~ ? 
dUi 
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Lemma 1. The variations compatible with (2.2) are given by (2.3) and 
dû- ^ 
(2 .6 ) Ai =^ Hii^i, ^ i 4 -3 = / ^ H - - 7 ^ ^ i + 3 +T,^^i+з,j^j 
dUi j=i 
where with respect to (2.4), (2.5), 
/ ^ l l / ^22 iW33—^-- 7 — = 1 • 
dUi dw2 Q^3 
From (2.5), we get 
(2 -7) aij^^ = f^7i\f^i + i,i+i^\,i + i + M i 4 - 3 , i + i ) — ^ ' 
du I 
s - I s ^^s 
du. 
Substituting (2.6) into (I.54 5^), we get 
_ _ _ düi — _ 
dUi 




U - o j a , + 3 ,. + 4 — ^ii M i + i , i + i - — ^ , + 3.i + 4 
VdwJ dMi+i 
^/ + 3,i + 4 ~ ßil ( / ^ i + l , i + l ^ / + 3,i + 4 "" / ^ i + 3 , i + l ) TT" 
dw,-
- / + 2 _ , - 1 , dWi dî7f+i dM^ + 2 ; + 2 
" i + 3,f + 4 ~ Mii P i + l , i + l ~ 7 ~ " i + 3,i + 4 • 
dWfdWi+i dMi+2 
From (2.7) and (2.8), we obtain 
«L - ^/ + 3,5 + 3 = l^ü\ßss{ci\s - «/ + з,5 + з) + 2/г̂  + з J -3-' . 
dUi 
We may speciaMze the frames in such a way that 




/ s _ — düi — 
(2.10) Ai = ßi^Ai, Ai+3 = ßi+3,i^i + ßii - - ^ f+э • 
dM,-
Let us introduce the notation 
(2.11) hi, = ai = fl^+3,s + 3) . 
Va« = ö;;^di/,+ i + a i ; ' d t / , + 2 , 
VA, = а;+з,5+з dw» + «?+з,5+з dt/,. 
Lemma 2. Же WÖJ specialize the frames of a pseudocongruence S£ with projective 
connection in such a way that ^ is given by the equations 
(2.12) V^, = WiiAi + (/ï,,,+ i dl/, + Va,,,+ i) А^+, + 
+ {hij+2 àui + VcCîj+2)^i+2 + dM,^,+ 3 , 
V^,+ 3 = COi+3,1^1 + ^» + 3,2^2 + 0),+ з,3^3 + Û>f+3,i+3^i+3 + 
+ (/2,,,+ 1 dîi,+ i + Vjff,,,+ i ) ^ , + 4 + (/li,i + 2dWi + 2 + Vßij + 2)^i^5' 
The most general variation compatible with (2.2) and (2.9) is (2.3) and (2.10). 
After these variations we obtain 
(2.13) hi, = fiH^ßss~r^is 
dt/, 
Väf, = ßü V. . Va„ , V^,, = n;i V. . - 7 —-' ^ßis. 
dt/, dl/, 
3. The dualization J^* of J^ is defined by the construction В ([1], p. 73). Jèf * is 
again a plane pseudocongruence with projective connection. Using the dual frames 
(3.1) EJ =i-iy*'[A,...Aj.„Aj^,...A,], a = 1 , 2 . . . 6 ) , 
the pseudocongruence jSf * is formed by the planes P* = [E*, £ ' , £^} (P* being the 
local centers of J5f*) and the connection is given by the equations 
(3.2) V£'^^ = - dM,E' - со,+з.;+з£''^' - ih,^i,idui+ Vß,^,,,)E'^' -
V F = - «,.;£' - (А,.+ 1д dMi+i + Va,+ i,,.)£'•+* -
- (A,.+2,.- dM,-+2 + Va,.+ 2..-) £ '*^ - (»4.i£'^ - oisjE' - «6,..£^ . 
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As a consequence of passing to the duahzation, we obtain the following substitution 
(3.3) ^ Ai A,^, E' E'"-' dw, /z,. Va,, Vß,, 
^ * F + ̂  E' Л,+з A, -ащ h,, -Vi?,, -Va , , 
i? со, со CD i+3,i + 3 ^i+3J ^ i + 4,i CD: 
=^ * СО,+ з,, + з C0„ СО; i + 3 , i C0,+ 3 , + 1 ^ 
^ СО,4.5 , C0, + 3 , + 1 C0, + 3 , + 2 
= ^ * CO,+ 3 , , + 2 CO,+ i , , C0,+ 5 , 
The natural correspondence J^ -> .^* is hence developable. 
Let us find the asymptotic curves of the focal varieties of the pseudocongruence ^ 
and o^*. The asymptotic curves on the focal variety (A^) are given by the equation 
[^1, ^2 , Лз, V 4 ] = 0 
and they are 
(3.4) (/i,, dw, 4- Va„) dw, + (/î„ dw,+2 + Vj?,,) dw, = 0 . 
The asymptotic lines on the focal variety (E*^^) are 
(3.5) (ft,, dM, + Va„) dw, + (/i,, dw, + Vjß,,) dw, = 0 . 
On (л,) let us choose a layer dw,+2 = 0 or dw,+1 = 0 and let us consider the bundle 
of nets determined by the nets dw, dM,+ i = 0 or dw, dM,4.2 = 0 and (3.4^) or (З.42) 
respectively. In this bundle, there exists a net apolar to the net dw,dw,4.i = 0 or 
dw, dw,+2 = 0 respectively. This net is given by the equations 
(3.6) Va,, du, + Vßi, dui=0. 
Let us call the curves determined by (3.6) pseudoasymptotic curves on the variety [A^. 
The pseudoasymptotic curves on the variety (£'"^^) will be given by the equations 
(3.7) Va,idUi + VjS^.du, = 0 . 
Using (2.13) we obtain invariant forms which are important for the study of defor-
mations of pseudocongruences. They are: Point forms 
(3.8) (p. = Va,+ i^, + 2 Va,+2.t+i 
J^ = Vai2 Va23 Va3i , J2 = Va2i Va32 Va^a , 
These forms are not independent. If we know any four of them, we may derive the 
fifth one. Their complex is called a point element of the pseudocongruence ^ . 
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Hyperplanar forms 
(3.9) (P* =^ßi^Ki^2yßi+2.ni 
Jt = V/?,2 V/?23 V/гз. , J*2 = yß2V V^32 Vyß,3 . 
These forms are dependent, too. Using any four of them, the fifth may be derived. 









point and hyperplanar forms of the kind " / " 
(3.12) 
where 
hi4^^i * // ,cdw„ 
9Îs = disais 
Finally let us add a group of invariant forms which are necessary for the study of 
projective deformations. Substituting from (2.6) into (2.12), we get 
dju^Äi + fin VÄi = {^1цО)ц + fii + 3,i ^Ui) Äi, (mod Ai+u ^ / + 2. ^ / + з) . 
di7; 
^ <^i + 3,/ + 3 / ^ / — ^ ^ i + 3 . ( m o d ^ 1 , ^ 2 , Л з , ^ £ + 4, ^ / + 5 ) -
dW; 
Hence 
^ / + 3,1 + 3 ^ii ~ \ ^ / + 3 , i + 3 ^ii) 
dih 
dus 
and finally we obtain the invariant forms 
(3.13) lA,., = (ö/ + 3,/ + 3 - О au. 
The substitution (З.З) will be completed by 
(3.14) ^ q>, <p* J i J2 J , J2 Fl, Gis "A.-. 
£•* cpf cpi -J2 -Ji - J 2 -Ji Fl, lIGis Фь 
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4. Let Jèf be a plane pseudocongruence with projective connection given by (2.12). 
Let J5f be another pseudocongruence; we denote all expressions connected with j? 
by a tilde. Let the frames associated with S be specialized in the same way as those 
associated with J^. 
Let С : ̂  -> ^ be a correspondence between ^ and ^ given by the equations 
3 
(4.1) dM; = X niij du J 
where 
det \гпи\ Ф 0 . 
The correspondence associates to a plane P2 G «^ a plane JP2 e ^ 
CP2 = P2 . 
The correspondence С : J^ -> j ^ is called the projective deformation of order к if 
for each plane P2 of the pseudocongruence J^ there exists a collineation К : P^ -^ P5 
such that the pseudocongruences K^ and ^ have the analytic contact of order к 
along the plane P2 = CP2- We say that К realizes the projective deformation С of 
order k. 
Now, we attend to the deformation of the first order. The conditions for the 
correspondence С to be a projective deformation of the first order consist in the 
existence of the collineation 
KÂj=Y<^jrA, (j = l , 2 , . . . , 6 ) 
r= 1 
and such a form 9^ that it holds 
(4.2) X[ l i , I2, A,] = [Ä,, A2, Л3] 
К VlÄ„ Ä2,1з] = V[^i, Ä2, A,] + 9,[A,, ^2, A,] . 
From (4.2i) we get 
3 
r = l 
det |c, | = 1 . 
From (4.22) it follows 
3 6 
i=1 r = 4 
3 
+ c,.+ 5,Xc,,iCi+i,i+i - C;,.4.iCi + i,i)dMi + 2} S Е^^г + И . + г^г+з^Мг-
Hence Ci^s = ^i+3,s+3 = 0 
dUi == Ci+i,i+iCi + 2,i + Z^i+3,i+3 ^^i 
and (4.1) may be reduced to 
du I = dû I. 
Proposition 1. The correspondence С '. S£ -^ S£ is the projective deformation of 
the first order if and only if С is developable. The collineation realizing this 
deformation transforms the focal formations of the pseudocongruence ^ into the 
corresponding focal formations of the pseudocongruence j ^ . 
The tangent collineation К is of the form 
(4.3) KÄ, =Q,A, 
where 
(4.4) Q,Q2Q, = 1 
and 
a>ij - ojij, 
(4.5) 9, =l{ru~Q;'c,^3,idu;) 
3 
The dual coHineation K* : P* -> P* is given by 
(4.6) KE*'^^ =Q;'E'''\ 
This collineation is tangent to the correspondence С : J^* -> j ^ * . 
With respect to Proposition 1 we shall suppose in further considerations that 
С : câf -> J? is a developable correspondence. Let it be given by 
(4.7) dUi = dUi. 
The correspondence С \ S£ -^ S induces correspondences between ^, ^ * , {A^, 
(E*-^^) and J?, ^ * , (Л*), (£*+^*). Let us denote them by C, too. 
The tangent collineation of С : côf -^ J5f or С : if* -> j?* is determined by (4.3), 
(4.4), (4.6). 
The collineations K-^, K\ of the form (4.3), (4.6) realizes the analytic contact of the 
first order of {A^ -> ( I ; ) . (JS'""^) -* ^'^% »f 
КХЁ^^^ = о Г ' £ ' * ' . К* V5' + ' = Q:' V £ ' + 3 + 0*Е' + з respectively . 
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Using (2.12), (2.11) or (4.3), (4.6), we get 
Ki VÂi = Qi VAi + {QITH + С;+з . dui) A^ + 
+ [dMj(cf+3,i+i + Qi+ihij + i - Qihij+i) + Qi+i Vàij+i - ßj Va;,i+i] ^4;+, + 
+ [clUi(ci+3,i + 2 + Qi+2hi,i + 2 - Qihij + z) + Qi+z V«,-,i + 2 - 0; ^«^ + 2! ^i+2 , 
icî v '̂+^ = Q;' VE'^' + (-ör'ti+3,i+3 + Q;'c,^,jdu,)E'^' + 
+ [d«i(ßi + 2Ci+i,i - Q7+\hi+i.i + e r '^ i+ i , i ) + 
+ [dMi(ßi+iC,+ 5,i - Qi+2hi+2,i + Q7^hi+2.i) + 
+ Q7:2^ßi^2.i-Q7'^ßi^2.;]E'^' 
respectively. 
Lemma 3. L^t С : i f -> ^ or С : o^* -» i f * be a developable correspondence. 
Tangent collineation K^ : P5 -^ P5 of the correspondence С : ̂  -^ ^, or K* : P* -^ 
-> P* of the correspondence С : ̂ * -^ ^ * realizes the analytic contact of the first 
order of focal varieties (A^) -> (Äi) or (E''^^) -> {E''^^), if and only if it holds 
(4.7) Q, Va,.,, = Qi VoCi^,, Ci+3,, = ^f/ï,,, - Qshi,s, 
respectively. 
In a similar way, we find the conditions for the analytic contact of the first order 
of line complexes [^^.4^+1] -^ [ v 4 ^ + i ] and plane complexes [£*^^E'"*"^] -> 
~>[^»'+3^^'+^]. We obtain 
Lemma 4. Let С \ S£ -^ ^ or С \ ^"^ -> ^ * he a developable correspondence. The 
tangent collineation K2 : P5 -> P5 of the correspondence С : i f -^ j ? or X* : P? -* 
-^ P | of the correspondence С : ^* -> ^ * realizes the analytic contact of the first 
order of line complexes [^AiAi+i] -^ [^^^i+i] or plane complexes [^E^^^E^^^^ -^ 
-> [FJ^^E^'•'^'\, if and only if it holds 
(4.9) Qi+2 Va,_i,,.+2 = Qs-i Va,_i,,.+2 
^s+2,t + 2 = ^8-1^^5-1,1 + 2 "• ^r + 2 ^ s - l , i + 2 ? 
(4.10) ^,_l Vßi + 2,s-l = ^i + 2 V^, + 2,s-l 
^i + 5 , s - l = ö s - l ^ i + 2 , s - l "~ ^ i + 2^i + 2 , s - l 
respectively. 
5. Let i f and j ? be plane pseudocongruences with projective connection. Let 
a one-to-one correspondence С '. S£ -^ S (plane -^ plane) be given by the equations 
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й- = i/.(wj, ^2, «з). We shall say that C^ is the point extension of С if a collineation 
Я = n{ui, U2, Мз) '- Pi{^u "2. «3) -^ 
- > F 2 [ W l ( W i , W2. W3), Û2{Ui,U2,U^), W3(Wi, M2. W3)] 
is given for every pair of corresponding planes P2 e S£, CP2 = P2 ^ < -̂
The correspondence С : i f -^ j ? is called a point deformation if and only if there 
exists a point extension C^ of С given by the colHneation П such that the following 
condition holds: Let P2 e i f be a fixed plane, M an arbitrary plane variety in i f pas­
sing through P2. Let Ä(R2) be an arbitrarily chosen point in the plane P2 ^ ^- If ^2 
runs through the variety M, the points A{R2) describe a curve 7; let y be its develop-
ment into P5(P2). The points Д Я г ) = ПА{К2) describe a curve у on the plane variety 
M = CM; let y be its development into the local space P5(CP2). A collineation 
Я(Р2) : PSCPI) -^ PsiCPT) exists for each P^2^^ such that the curves H{P^2) Ъ f have 
an analytic contact of the first order. 
We shall say that H realizes the point deformation. Let a correspondence С \ S£ -^ 
-> ^ be given by the equations (4.1) and let a point extension C^ of С be given by the 
collineation 
(5.1) Я 1 , = ^ Ь , , . Л ; , det|b,,.| Ф О . 
Suppose that С is a point deformation and C^ is the corresponding point extension 
of С The collineation Я reahzing the point deformation should be of the form 
(5.2) Я 1 , = i b , , ^ , 
6 
Я 1 , + з = E Ь,^з,,.Л,., det |b,;| Ф 0 ( r , ; = 1, 2 , . . . , 6) . 
Let the curve 7 be described by the point 
3 
I ^ = E ^r(0 ^»("i ' "2, W3) ; Wf = u^t) . 
Then 
3 3 3 3 6 
Я V l = X E Z (^^i^o- + ^i^iAj) ^ i + Z I ^c dM^bi+3 j ^ , . 
i = l s = l j = l i = l y = l 
3 3 3 
V(C^l) = E Z E [(dx,b,,. + X, db,. + x,b,,co,,.) Л,. + x,b,,. dM,.^,.^3] 
, = 1 5 = 1 j = i 
If С is a point deformation, there are b^ ,̂ Я̂  satisfying 
Я V l = V(C*'i') + (Я1 d«! + X2 dw2 + Я3 du3) C^A 
11Ъ 
identically in x ,̂ duj. Comparing the coefficients of dXiÄj+^, we get 
(5.3) bi+3 j+3 dUi = bij du J {ij = 1, 2, 3) 
or 
det [b̂  + 3 j + 3| dwi dw2 ^йз = det |Ь^ |̂ du^ du2 du^ {iJ = 1, 2, 3) . 
Consequently the correspondence С \ ̂  -^ S is developable in the sense that it 
transforms developable varieties into developable varieties again. 
From (5.3) it follows that m̂ -̂  = 0 and, without any loss of generality, we may sup­
pose that the developable correspondence С : c^ -> ^ is given by 
(5.4) dWf = dui. 
Further we obtain 
(5-5) b,i = bj+3,j+3. ^is = ^i+3,s+3 = Ö . 
Let us denote Ъц = QI. Comparing the coefficient of XiAj (i,j = 1, 2, 3), we find 
3 
bi+3,i^Ui = dg^ - QiTii + XQI where A = X ^ i ^ " i ' 
and further 
Comparing the coefficient of dw ,̂ we obtain 
(5.6) Q, Vais = Qi Vaf,, b,. + 3,, = Qihis - Qshis 
(5.7) b,^,,,=Qj2^, + ̂ - â i + ai 
(3.8) Я.. = äL - «L - ^ • 
OU I 
Eliminating Qi from (5.6), we get 
(5-9) ^^i+ij + 2^ôCi+2,i+i = Va,-+i,^ + 2 Vai + 2,f+i 
and further 
(5.10) . Vai2 Va23 ^аз1 = Уа^г Va23 Va3i 
^«21 Va3^ Vai3 = W0C21 Voc^2 Va^ . 
With respect to (3.8), the relations (5.9) and (5.10) assume the form 
(5.11) Ф1=(Р1^ Ji ^ J^, J2 = Ji-
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Conversely, let us suppose (5.9) and (5.10). From (5.9) it follows 
Substituting into (5.10), we obtain ^^^2^3^= 1; if we write kf —Qi+iQj'+j the pre­
sumption of (5.9), (5.10) yields (5.6). 
Proposition 2. The correspondence С : ̂  -^ S is a point deformation if and only 
if С is developable and pseudocongruences ^ and ^ have the same point elements. 
The collineation H realizing this deformation is determined uniquely by equa­
tions (5.5), (5.6) and (5.7). 
Comparing (4.7), (4.9) with the results (5.6), we obtain 
Proposition 3. Let С \ ^ -^ ^ be a developable correspondence. The correspon­
dence is a point deformation if and only if the induced correspondences С : {A^ -> 
-> {^Ä^ and С : [Л^Л^+х] -^ [ЛД^+1] are simultaneously projective deformations 
of the first order and are realized by the same collineation. 
Let us carry out dual considerations and let us introduce s.c. hyperplanar defor­
mation. Using (3.3) and (3.14), we derive the necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the hyperplanar deformation С : câf -> j ^ in the form 
(5.12) bl^bU.i^z, b*=bt,,^,==0, 
(5.13) Qi V^i = Q, Vfti, b*+3 ,. = gfi.i - QXi, 
(5.14) bf,3., = Qi и + 5 U 3 , . 3 - « i .3 , . .3 - ^ ) , 
and consenquently 
yßiz V^23 V^3i = Vßii VJÎ23 VjSsi , 
Vi82lV^32Vi8i3=ViÎ2lVi932Vi?i3; 
it means 
; x * ^ « * Г * 7 * 7 * Г * 
Proposition 4. The correspondence С \ ^ -^ ^ is a hyperplanar deformation if 
and only if С is developable and pseudocongruences S£ and S£ have the same 
hyperplanar elements. The collineation Я* realizing this deformation is uniquely 
determined by the equations (5.12), (5.13), (5.14) and (5.15). 
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Comparing (4.8), (4.10) with the results (5.13), we get 
Proposition 5. Let С \ ^ -^ ^ he a developable correspondence. The correspon­
dence is a hyperplanar deformation if and only if the induced correspondences 
C:(E''-^)-^{E^^% C:lE''^^E^'^''']-^[Ê^'^^E'^'^'] are simultaneously projective 
deformations of the first order and are realized by the same collineation. 
6. Let С : ^ -> i f be a developable correspondence given by the equations (4.7) 
and let К of the form (4.3) be its tangent collineation. The correspondence С is said 
to be a focal deformation of the kind " i " if and only if the tangent coUineation 
reahzing this deformation realizes simultaneously the analytic contact of the first 
order of local varieties (A^) -> (A,) and {E'^^) -> {E^"-^). 
From (4.7) and (4.8) we get 




^ is ^ is • 
The conditions are necessary and sufficient. 
Proposition 6. Let С \ S£ -^ ^ be a developable correspondence. The correspon-
dence is a focal deformation of the kind " i " if and only if pseudocongruences S£ 
and ^ have the same focal forms ¥^^ — Ff̂ . The collineation realizing this defor-
mation is determined by the equations (6.2). 
We shall say that a developable correspondence С : i f -> „^ is quasifocal of the 
kind " i " if and only if its tangent collineation realizes simultaneously the analytic 
contact of the first order of [Л .̂+ ^Л^+г] "^ [^4-1^^+2], [E'^^'^E'^^] -> [E^^'^E'^^]. 
From (4.9) and (4.10) we obtain 
(6.4) Qi Vot.i = Q, Va,i, Q, Vßi, = Qi Vßi, 
(6.5) c,+3j = QsKi - gfi.i, Ci+2,s = Qshis - Qi^is 
and л 
(6.6) Va,, V)g,, = Va,, Vi»,,, i.e. F,, = F , , . 
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Proposition 7. Let С : ̂  -^ ^ be a developable correspondence. The correspon­
dence is a quasifocal deformation of the kind *'Г' if and only if pseudocongruences 
i f and ^ have the same focal forms F^t = F^ .̂ The collineation realizing this 
deformation is given by the equations (6.5). 
Let С \ ^ -^ ^ be simultaneously a focal and quasifocal deformation of the 
kind ' T ' . From (6.1), (6.4) and (3.11) we get 
(0.7) --—- = — - , — ^ = , 
V^,, V^,, V^,, Vi^,, 
i.e. 
From (6.2), (6.5) and (3.12) it follows 





his his ' h,i h,i 
".vi 'Ixi " îx n.-f. 
9is = 9is. 9is = 9is ' 9si = 9si . 9si = 9si • 
From (6.7), (3.4) and (3.5) it follows that the pseudoasymptotic curves of the varieties 
(A^ ^ (A,) and (E^"^^) -> (E''^^) correspond to each other. 
Using (3.6), (3.7), (6.10) and (6.9) we may see that also the asymptotic curves of the 
varieties (A^) -^ (^Äj) and (E^'^^) -^ [E^'^^) correspond to each other. 
Proposition 8. Let С : ̂  -^ ^ be simultaneously a focal and quasifocal deforma­
tion of the kind " i " . Then the pseudoasymptotic and asymptotic curves of focal 
varieties (Л^) -^ {A^ and (E'^^) -^ [E^^^) are corresponding to each other. The 
collineation realizing this deformation is given by (6.8). 
7. Now, let us deal with a projective deformation of the second order. The pseudo-
congruences i f and S' let be given by (2.12), (2.12) and let С : i f ^ .^ be a cor­
respondence. С is a projective deformation of the second order if and only if there 
exists (for each plane Pi e «if) a tangent collineation К satisfying (4.2) and 
(7.1) К V\Ä,, Ä2, A,] = V'lA,, Ai, A,] + 2S, V[A,, A„ A,] + (.) [Л„ A^, A,] 
where ^ . _, . 
j = i 
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With respect to Proposition 1, the projective deformation is a developable cor­
respondence and we may suppose (4.7) and (4.3). There is 
(7.2) 
V[Au A2, Л3] = [Л1, Л2, Л3] (сОц + C022 + СОзз) + 
3 
I 
1 = 1 
+ 2J L^i' ^ i + 1 ' ̂ i+s j ^^1 + 2 > 
V [ ^ i + i , y4i + 2, ^ t + з ] = [ ^ i + l ' ^f + 2. ^ t + з ] (ö^f+l,i+l + Ö>i + 2J + 2 + СО̂  + з̂ ^ + з) + 
+ [ ^ i » ^ . + 2 , ^ t+3](^i4- i , tdw.-+i + Va^+i,!-) + 
4- [A 
+ [ ^ t + b ^ p ^ i + 3](^f+2,idWi+2 +,Vai+2,f) + 
+ [Л,.+ 1, Л^ + 2. ^ r + s ] (^/,£ + 2 dWi + 2 + V^i,i + 2) + 
+ [^ i+2 , ^ / + 3 ^ ^ 1 + 4] dWf+i + [yli + 3,yl;+l,^f+5]dMf4.2 + 
+ [ ^ P ^ i + b ^ i + 2 ] < ^ i + 3 , i 
and consequently 
(7.3) 
V ^ [ ^ i , ^ i , ^ 3 ] = ( . ) [ ^ 1 , ^ 2 , ^ 3 ] + 2Xclw.dw,+ i[^,+2. ^ . + 3, ^t+4] + 
3 i=^ 
+ Х[Л,. + 1,Л^, ^f+3](Vai+2,rdM,. - V/?^+2,idMi+2) + 
i = i 
3 
1=1 
. (Vai + 2,i+l dMi+1 - yßi + 2,i+l àUi + 2) + 
5] {d \ ,+2 + (2wii + 2co.^j^.^^ + 
1 = 1 
+ 0)i + 2,i + 2 + 0)i+s^i+5)dUi^2} • 
From (7.3), an analogous equation for V^[^'i, Ä2, ^3] and (4.5) we obtain 
(7.4) 
KV^[Ä„ Я„ 1 з ] = V^[A„ A2, Лз] + 29i V[A„ A^, A,] + (•) [ 4 „ Л^, ^ з ] + 
i+2 3 
where 
(7.5) Ф;' + 1,, + 2 = (^i+3,t+3 - '^ii)^Ui - iQi ^Ci^^^iàu] 
^Ui,i^2 = Va,, du, - Vß,, au, - Q,Qj\Vä,, du, - Vßis dti,) 
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If с is a projective deformation of the second order then there exist such functions 
Ci + 3 , p C i + 3 , , t h a t 
(7.6) Ф ; : ^ , , . ^ , = Ф ^ - ^ , . ^ , = 0 . 
From (7.5) and (7.6) it follows 
(7.7) c,^.3,, = 0 
(7.8) 2Cj+3.i = е;(а|+з,,. + з - äii - а; + з,, + з + а|,.) 
(7.9) Va,., = er'e.và,.,, vj?i, = er'e.v^i, 
(7.10) äU,j.,-S^, = aU,,,,,-a],. 
Eliminating g; from (7.9), we get 
(7.11) Vài,Vâ,e=Va,.,Va,i 
Vài2 Vâ23 Và3i = Va,2 Va23 Уаз, , Уйг, Уазг Vàia = Va2i Vajz Vais 
(7.12) '^ßi.^ßsi=^ßts^ßsi 
V^i2 V^23 V^3i = V)ß,2 Vi?23 У)8з, , V^2i V^32 ̂ ßi3 = Vi?2i У)8з2 V Ŝ̂ j 
(7.13) Va,, V^„. = Va,, V;5,, 
(7 14) Vâi, ^ Voi, 
^ßis V jS , / 
With respect to (3.8)-(3.13) we have 
(7.15) ф, =cpi, J,=J,, J, = J,, Ф* =q>r, P, =A, J*2=Jl, 
Fi, = F;, , G;, = Gl, , ij/i, - ij/is . 
Conversely, let (7.15) hold. From (7.11) and (7.12) it follows i 
Va,, = fe, Va,.,, Va,, = к;' Va,, , V^„ = g-, Vj8„ , V^„ = g7^ VjS,,. 
Substituting into (7.13) or (7.14), we get fc, = gr, and using (7.12) we have fcife2fc3 = 
= 1. If we put fc, = Qi+iQ7+2^ then the presumption of (7.15) yields (7.9). 
Proposition 9. The correspondence С : £^ ^ S is a projective deformation of the 
second order if and only if 
9i=(pi, h = Ji, J2= Ji, Ф* =(PÎ , J* = J*, J*2 = Ji, 
^is = F j , , Ô , , = G j , , i^^i, = i / ' , , . 
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Substitution (3.3) and (3.14) yields 
Proposition 10. Let С \ ^ -^ ^ be a projective deformation of the second order. 
The correspondence С : ^ * -> ^ * is also a projective deformation of the second 
order, 
8. Let С : J^ -^ i f be a projective deformation of the second order. According to 
(4.3), (4.4), (7.7) and (7.8), the osculating coUineation realizing this deformation is 
(8.1) KÄi = QiAi, X l i + 3 = Ci + ^jAi + QiAi^^ 
where Ci+^j is determined by (7.8). 
The dualization С : oaf * -> o^* is also a projective deformation of the second order 
and the osculating collineation reahzing this deformation is 
(8.2) KE'^^ = Q;'E''-^ , KE' = -^Г^с.^з .£^ + 3 ^ ^-i^i 
where с^+з^ are determined by (7.8). 
If expressed in terms of points, relations (8.2) give (8.1), 
Lemma 5. Let С : ̂  -^ ^ be a projective deformation of the second order and 
(8.1) be its osculating collineation. The correspondence С : ̂ * -^ if* has the 
same osculating collineation. 
According to Lemma 2, we may change the local frames using equations (2.10) 
and putting dû il du i — 1. 
We get 
KÄi = QißiiÄi , 
^ ^ i + 3 = [iQi{ä\ + 2,i + 3 - ^\ + 3,i + 3 - à\i Л- a\i)fiii + Qifii+за] ^i + ^^А /̂И, + з • 
By a suitable choice 
/̂ n = Q7^ . /̂ f + 3.i = к Г ' ( « ; + з,/ + з - ^)i - ^1 + 3,f + 3 + à\) 
we obtain 
Lemma 6. / / С : i f -> i f is a projective deformation of the second order, it is 
possible to attain by a suitable choice of local frames that 
(8.3) KAi =Ai, K l , ^ 3 =^^+3 
is the osculating collineation. In this case, we have (7.9) and (7.10) and .̂  
(8.4) öi = 1 , ^1 + 3 ,̂+ 3 - â\i = а | + з,г + з ~ ^ii. 
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Let us suppose that С : J^ -> =2̂  is a projective deformation of the second order 
and that the osculating collineation realizing this deformation is determined by (8.3). 
С : if -^ j ^ is, of course, a point deformation and also a hyperplanar deformation. 
Let us determine collineations H and Я* realizing these deformations. Using (8.4), 
(7.8), (7.9), (7.10) and substituting into (5.6) and (5.7), we get 
Lemma 7. If С : c^ -> j ^ is a projective deformation of the second order and (8.3) 
is the osculating collineation, then the osculating collineations Я , Я* realizing the 
point deformation and the hyperplanar deformation respectively are given by 
(8.5) HÄ, = Л , , 
Я 1 ^ + з = Ci + 3,i^i + {hi,i+\ - lii,i+i)^i+i + 
+ (^ i , i + 2 "~ ^ / , / + 2 ) ^ 1 + 2 + ^ i + 3 > 
(8.6) Я * 1 , = At, 
4- (Ä,.,i + 2 - /îf,i + 2 ) ^ r + 2 + ^ ; + 3 
where 
i + ЪЛ — " / + 2,1 + 2 "f/ ~" " / + 2,r + 2 " t 
— ^ / + 1 , / + 1 ^ii ^ / + 1 , / + 1 ^i 
Collineations K, Я, Я* are mutually different. If any two of them coincide, then all 
three are coinciding. Using (8.7), we have from (8.5) and (8.6) 
Proposition 11. Let С : ̂  -^ ^ be a projective deformation of the second order. 
Pseudocongruences ^ and ^ are simultaneously subjected to the point and hyper­
planar deformation. All these three deformations are realized by the same col­
lineation, if and only if й ,̂ = /i^,, a^^ - а\^ = a^ - а\^. 
9. Let С : câf -> ^ be a projective deformation of the second order; suppose that 
(7.9), (7.10) and (8.4) hold. The osculating collineation К is (8.3). We shall say that С 
is 1) weakly singular, 2) singular, 3) strongly singular of the kind "f, if С : (A^ -> 
-^ (Ai) is a projective deformation of order 1) one, 2) two, 3) three and it is possible 
to realize the deformation С by the same collineation K. If С is (weakly, strongly) 
singular of all three kinds simultaneously, С is said to be (weakly, strongly) singular. 
There is 
KÂt = A,, К VA, = WA, + т,,Л, + (hij+г - ^/,/+i) dw^f+i + 
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The deformation С is weakly singular of the kind "V\ if and only if 
(9.1) Jh, = h,,. 
Let ai = [Äi, Âi+u Л+2] + Я Д , 1 , ^ 1 , 1 , + з] + ßlÄi, Äi+2, ^ i+з] be an ar­
bitrary tangent plane of the variety (Ä^. Then 
Kdi = [Ai, Ai+u Äi + 2] + ^il^i, Ai+u Äi+s] + /^i[^P ^i+2, ^ i + з] 
Я(Т̂  = Я а ^ + [Ai(/îi,i + 2 - hij + 2) + iWt(/̂ t,£ + i - ßf,i+i)] [ ^ p ^ i + i , ^ i + 2 ] 
Я*а̂ ^ = Ка,. + [^i{hij+2 - hij+2) + jUi(/i,-,i + i - /Zi,f+i)] [^p Л^ + 1, ^^+2] • 
We obtain 
Proposition 12. Let С \ S£ -^ S he a projective deformation of the second 
order. The collineations X, Я, Я* induce the same collineation of the bundle of 
tangent planes of the focal variety [A^, if and only if С is weakly singular of the 
kind "V\ 
Let С : ^ -> ^ be weakly singular. We get 
i + 2 
V^Ai = Y,A,{dWi, + atiiWir + oJij+^Wi + ^^r + (^14+20)1+2,r + с1м̂ со,.+ з,,) + 
r = i 
+ Ai+^{d^Ui + WiidUi + co^+3,i + 3dMi) + 
+ ^i+4(c0;,i+i dUi+i + oji + ^j+^du^ 4-
+ ^i+5(^t,i+2 ciWi + 2 + 0)i+^j+s dWi) . 
KAi = Ai, К V i , = V^, + т ,И( , 
К W4i = V^Ai + 2т,-,Л,. + (.) Л, + 
+ [(Ci + 3,idw 
The correspondence С : »^ -^ =^ is singular of the kind " i " if and only if 
(9-2) c,+3,, - 0 , /T,sC^+3,i + ^ ^ 3 , . - «; + 3,5 = 0 
a\:'ci^,j + â\Xl^-a\Xl,==0 
^i + 2 , ~r + 2 _ i + 2 
^*is ^^i+3,i ^ " i + 3,s " i + 3,s 
- ^i+5,i + 2 dWi + 2 ) ö ; i , i + 2 + T i 4 - 3 , i + 2 ^ W t ] ^ i + 2 • 
a!:?. = 0 
where с,+з , is given by (8.7). 
If С : ^ "> j ^ is singular, we get from (7.9), (7.10), (8.4) and (8.7), hi, = h^,, (9.2) 
the following relations: 
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Further, we get 
KV^A, = V^Ai + 3dutTi^3,iA, + ( . )Л , + 
Let С be strongly singular e.g. of the first kind. Then 
(9.3) T41 = 0 , ((Х>12 dw2 + <̂ 45 dwi) T52 = 0 , (coi3 di/3 + CO46 dwj) Тбз = 0 . 
Equations CO12 dw2 + ^AS ^"1 = Ö' ^13 ^"з + <̂ 46 dwj = 0 are equations of the 
asymptotic curves on the variety (Ai) and hence are not satisfied identically. There­
fore, we obtain from (9.3) 
(9.4) T52 = Тбз = 0 . 
In this case, we have т^ = 0 for all ij — 1, 2 , . . . , 6. The same result follows when 
we begin with the variety (A^ or (Л3). 
Proposition \Ъ, If С \ S£ -^ S£ is a strongly singular projective deformation of 
the kind " / " , pseudocongruences i f and S are identical. 
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